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In this paper, the switching performance of scaled 0.10 trrm CMOS devices is discussed on
the basis of both experimental and simulated results of 0.10 pm gate length CMOS devices
operating at room temperature. In a fully scaled 0.10 pm CMOS device, it has been found
that optimizing the parasitic efiects reduces the propagation delay time ro4 to less than
20 psec and the power-delay product to less than 10 fJ. However if the specific contact
resistance p" will not be reduced to less than 1x 10-70cffi2, the propagation delay time of
the fully sca.led 0.1 pm CMOS devices will not be further improved than that of partially
scaled 0.1 prm CMOS devices.

1 Introduction

Recentlg several studies on 0,1 pm gate length
MOSFETs have been reported [1, 2]. The authors
first demonstrated the performance of 0.10 trrm gate
length CMOS devices experimentally [3], where it has
been found that the parasitic resistance and parasitic
capacitance significantly contribute to the total'prop-
agation delay time(rpa). This fact means that a quan-
titative analysis of the propaga.tion delay time tak-
ing account of the para,sitic effects is strongly needed
to expect such actual switching performance in a
0.1 pm CMOS device with no relevance to process
technology employed in device fabrication. This pa-
per gives the results of quantitative discussion on the
source/drain junction capacitance effect and the con-
tact resistance effect on the switching performance in
scaled 0.1 pm CMOS devices on the basis of exper-
irnental and simulated.results of 0.1 pm gate length
CMOS devices. Then, it will be shown that roa in
fully scaled down 0.1 pm CMOS devices would be
degraded than that in partially scaled down 0.1 pm
CMOS devices under a fixed Voo in the case of em-
ploying a specific contact resista,nc.e currently used.

2 Junction Capacitance Effect on 0.1 pm
Gate Length CMOS Devices

The switching performance of a 0.1 pm gate length
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CMOS device was investigated for the same type
of device reported in Reference[3]. These devices
were partially sca,led devices, and the device width,
source/drain junction area, and contact size were not
scaled to the 0.1 pm level. The propagation delay
time rpa and the power dissipation were measured
for the 101-stage ring oscillators (F/O-l) at room
temperature. The propagation delay time rpd was
about 40 psec/stage at 2.5 V in the used standard
type ring oscillator because of relatively large para-
sitic effects such as the junction capacitance (C;) ef-
fec.t. Ring oscillators which had different drain junc-
tion a.reas were fabricated to investigate the C, effect
orl rpd. Figure 1 shows the experimentally measured
drain junction area dependence of rpa in the 0.L pm
CMOS ring oscillator. The drain area of the NMOS-
FETs in the measured ring oscillators were 8.8 pm2,
8.0 pm2 and 16.0 Fn2, respectively. The drain area
of the PMOSFETs were 1.5 times larger than that
of NMOSFETs. A linear relationship between the
junction area and roa is found in Fig.l. This clearly
demonstrates that a critical consideration for both
the junction area and the irnpurity concentration be-
neath the source/drain diffusion layer are required
to reduce C; and to achieve higher switching perfor-
mance.

Next, the power-delay relationships of the 0.1 trrm
gate length CMOS devices are shown in Fig.2. The
power dissipation is defined as the product of the
applied voltage and the total current flow into the
ring oscillator, and was measurecl in the range of
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Figure 1: Experimental drain area dependence of
propagation delay time in 0.1 pm gate length CMOS
ring oscillator at Voo-l.5 V,2.0 V and 2.5 V, respec-
tively.

L,4 V
tionship, an increase in the drain area degrades only
rpa with little change in power dissipation under a
fixed Voo. This means that the junction capacitance
itself contributes to the degradation of r,pa but it does
not influence power dissipation. These facts bring a
total increase in the power-delay product, as shown
in Fig 2. The drain junction capacitance effect on
the power-delay product also estimated by using the
circuit simulator SPICE. If the drain junction capac-
itance is reduced to LlI} of the present value, the
power-delay product will be reduced to the broken
line in Fig.2. Moreover, various parasitic effects on
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Figure 2: Relationship between propagation delay
tirne and power dissipation of 0.1 trrm ga.te length
CMOS devices for three drain areas. Solid lines show
the results of SPICE simulation. Broken line shows
the simulated result for junction capacitance reduc-
tion to IlI0 of present C; value.

rpd were investigated by circuit simulation. Figure 3
shows the various components in rpa at Vpp - 2.5 V
ancl 1.5 1/, which were calculated with SPICE, in

which the device model parameters were extracted
from the measured DC characteristics of the 0.1 pm
CMOS devices, junction capacitance, and gate re-
sistance. In the 0.1 pm gate length CMOS devices,

SPICE simulation
L=0.1pm lntrinsic

1.5 V

Figure 3: Schematic representation of various com-
ponents in propagation delay time of 0.10 pm gate
length CMOS devices at 2.5 V and 1.5 V.

junction capacitance reduction is necessary both for
higher switching speed and lower power-delay prod-
uct, especially for low voltage operation. We can
realize C; reduction by using a low impurity concen-
tration substrate beneath the source/drain a,rea or
by miniaturizing of the source/drain area. However,
other parasitic effects such as contact resistance effect
will emerge by miniaturizing of the device configura-
tion. Such an effect will be discussed in the following
section.

Contact Resistance Effect on Scaled
0.1 ;rm CMOS Devices

The dimensions of the 0.1 pm gate length CMOS
devices described above were not fully scaled down
to the 0.1 pm level, therefore they receive little in-
fluence from the contact resistance. Although the
shrinkage of the drain area can drastically improve
rra, it rvill degrade rpa in scaled 0.10 pm CMOS de-
vices due to an increase in the contact resistance.
Such contact resistance efiect otr rpd was investigated
by using SPICE. In the simulation, the contact re-
sistance .R" was assumed to be a specific contact
resistance p" divided by the contact size K ( i.".
ft" = p"(Ocm2)lK2(cm2)). The current crowding ef-
fect on ft" was neglected for simplicity. It was also as-
sumed that both NMOSFETs and PMOSFETs had
the same contact size I{ and the same specific contact
resistance p". It was further assumed that the contact
resista.nce of the gate electrode was small and was
able to be neglected in the simulation. In the limit
of zero contact resistance, it has been found that roa

Experiment L=0.1pm
Wn=2.Opm
wP=3.opm
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is less than 20 psec and the power-delay product is
less than 10 fJ in fully scaled 0.1 pm CMOS devices.
In this case, the delay time decreases with junction
area reduction, which is shown by the solid line in
Fig.4. Next, the contact resistance effect on rr4 was
considered. It is cleally shown in Fig.4 that though
rrais reduced by the reduction of. Ci, a minimurrL rpd,

in fact s;i,sts as a function of p" in a. larger device con-
figuration than the fully scaled 0.1 pm device under
a given Voo.

SPICE simulation
L=0.1pm
Wn=2Kpm
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Figure 4: Influence of source/drain contact resistance
on propagation delay time in 0.1 ;rm gate length
CMOS ring oscillator with changing contact size and
junction area. Individual gate contact! resistances
were neglected in these simulations.

The minimum device configuration depends both
oD p"and the junction capacitance per unit area(Cro).
If we use a low impurity concentration substrate to
reduce C;0, the fastest switching device configuration
of a 0.1 pm CMOS bebomes much larger than the
minimum configuration shown in Fig.4. Therefore,
the condition for the fully scaled 0.1 pm CMOS de-
vice to haVe a faster switching speed than larger size
0.1 pm CMOS devices was investigated. In other
words, the condition that the miniaturizing of a de-
vice size maintains the advantage of a higher switch-
ing performance in this 0.1 /rm era was searched.
Figure 5 shows the critical condition that p" and Cio
should be decreased so as to achieve fastest rr4 in
fully scaled down 0.1 pm devices. For example, if roa
must be less than 20 psec in the fully scaled 0.1 pm
CMOS devices, C;o and pc are required to be less
than about 1.0 fF/pm2 and 1.0x10-70cm2.

This fact means that the specific conta,ct resistance
currently used both for NMOSFETs and PMOS-
FETs is not sa,tisfactory in fully scaled 0.1 pm CMOS
devices, and further improvement is required. Oth-
erwise, scaling the device sizes down rvill in practice
degrade speed performance.

SPICE simulation
L=0.1pm
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Figure 5: Relationship between propagation delay
time, specific contact resistance, and junction capac-
itance per unit area for achieving the fastest speed in
a fully scaled dorvn 0.1 pm CMOS device. The con-
ta.ct size I{ was set to 0.10 pm, and the source/drain
area was set to 0.04 pmz.

4 Conclusion

Both the contact resistance p" and the junction
ca,pacitance Cio for the source/drain region have sig-
nificant effects on switching performance in this fully
scaled down 0.1 pm device era. For higher switching
performance, they must be taken into consideration.
This study demonstrates that p" should be less than
^, 1x10-70cm2, otherwise the scaling down advan-
tage will be deteriorated in this 0.1 ;rm era.
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